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Stationary random closed sets X in Rd are considered whose realizations belong to the
extended convex ring. A new approach is proposed to joint estimation of the speciﬁc intrinsic
volumes V0ðXÞ; . . . ; Vd ðXÞ of X; including the speciﬁc Euler–Poincare´ characteristic V0ðXÞ; the
speciﬁc surface area 2Vd1ðXÞ; and the volume fraction Vd ðXÞ of X: Nonparametric estimators
are constructed, which can be represented by integrals of some stationary random ﬁelds. This
implies in particular that these estimators are unbiased. Moreover, conditions are derived
which ensure that they are mean-square consistent. A consistent estimator for their asymptotic
covariance matrix is derived.
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We consider stationary random closed sets (RACS) X in Rd ; dX2; assuming that
each realization of X belongs to the extended convex ring and that the convexsee front matter r 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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this class of stationary RACS X; we propose a new approach to joint estimation of
the speciﬁc intrinsic volumes V0ðXÞ; . . . ; Vd ðXÞ of X including the speciﬁc
Euler–Poincare´ characteristic V0ðXÞ; the speciﬁc surface area 2V d1ðXÞ; and the
volume fraction VdðXÞ; where
VjðXÞ ¼ lim
n!1
EV jðX \ W nÞ
V dðW nÞ
; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d;
V jðX \ W nÞ denotes the jth intrinsic volume of X \ W n; and fW ng is some sequence
of unboundedly increasing (convex and compact) sets W n 
 Rd :
Based on an explicit extension of the classical Steiner formula to the convex ring
R; which can be found e.g. in [21], this new approach yields a natural estimatorbv ¼ ðbv0; . . . ;bvdÞ> for all speciﬁc intrinsic volumes V 0ðXÞ; . . . ; Vd ðXÞ simultaneously as
a solution of a simple system of d þ 1 linear equations. We show that bv is
asymptotically unbiased. Furthermore, we consider a slightly modiﬁed estimatorev ¼ ðev0; . . . ;evdÞ> for the vector ðV0ðXÞ; . . . ; V dðXÞÞ> of speciﬁc intrinsic volumes of X;
which can be represented by integrals of some stationary random ﬁelds Zr ¼
fZrðxÞ; x 2 Rdg; r40: This implies in particular that ev is unbiased. Moreover, using a
proving technique which has been considered in [1,2] for similarly structured
functionals of stationary RACS, we derive conditions which ensure that the
estimators bv and ev are mean-square consistent, and that a consistent estimator for the
asymptotic covariance matrix of ev can be provided.
Notice however that there is yet another explicit extension of Steiner’s formula,
introduced by Matheron [12], which leads to nonnegative functionals V 0j on R;
whereas Schneider’s approach mentioned above is based on an inclusion–exclusion
formula and therefore leads to additive functionals which can take negative values as
well. Thus, for j ¼ 0; . . . ; d  2; the functionals V 0j on R are different from the
intrinsic volumes V j : R! R: Nevertheless, for j ¼ 0; . . . ; d; the limits V 0jðXÞ ¼
limn!1 EV 0jðX \ W nÞ=V dðW nÞ can be jointly estimated by considering some
stationary random ﬁelds Z0r ¼ fZ0rðxÞ; x 2 Rdg; which are similar to the ﬁelds Zr
used in the present paper in order to construct the estimator ev ¼ ðev0; . . . ;evdÞ> for
ðV0ðXÞ; . . . ; V dðXÞÞ>: Besides that, a more general concept of additive as well as
nonnegative extensions of this type has been developed in [8] for the so-called
support measures.
In [19], intrinsic volumes of unions of sets of positive reach are approximated by
the volumes of corresponding parallel sets. Estimators for the Euler–Poincare´
characteristic, based on integral-geometric formulae, can be found e.g. in [14,16].
Recently, [25] studied the variance of an estimator for the Euler–Poincare´
characteristic of random networks, which can be used to approximate stationary
RACS with realizations from the extended convex ring.
In the case of the underlying stationary RACS X being induced by an
independently marked germ–grain process, we discuss examples for which our
conditions on X are fulﬁlled and for which ev is asymptotically normal. Thus,
asymptotic tests can be constructed in order to check hypotheses about the vector
ðV0ðXÞ; . . . ; V dðXÞÞ> of speciﬁc intrinsic volumes of X: In particular, we discuss the
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an asymptotic Gaussian test can be derived for simultaneous veriﬁcation of
hypotheses about ðV0ðXÞ; . . . ; Vd ðXÞÞ>: The asymptotic normality of estimators for
certain speciﬁc intrinsic volumes such as the speciﬁc Euler–Poincare´ characteristic,
speciﬁc surface area or the volume fraction has been discussed e.g. in [1,5–7,11]; see
also [13, pp. 30–43] for further references.
Algorithms for practical computation of the estimators bv and ev for discretized sets
on a grid will be discussed in a forthcoming paper; see [10]. Other estimation
algorithms for speciﬁc intrinsic volumes and, in particular, the Euler–Poincare´
characteristic have been described e.g. in [15,17,18,26]. In [20], the determination of
the Euler–Poincare´ characteristic of discretized sets by means of Betty numbers is
discussed using the approach of homology groups.2. Preliminaries
2.1. Intrinsic volumes
We begin with recalling some basic notions from convex geometry which will be
used in the following; see e.g. [21,22].
Denote the family of all convex bodies in Rd by K and let V dðKÞ be the usual
volume of K 2K: Furthermore, let BrðxÞ be the closed ball in Rd with radius r40
and center at x 2 Rd : By o 2 Rd we denote the origin in Rd ; and by kj the volume of
the unit ball in Rj; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d: For any convex bodies K1; K2 2K; let K1  K2 ¼
fx1 þ x2 : x1 2 K1; x2 2 K2g and K1  K2 ¼ fx 2 Rd : K2 þ x 
 K1g be the Min-
kowski sum and the Minkowski difference, respectively. One can prove that for each
j ¼ 0; . . . ; d there exist nonnegative functionals Vj : K! ½0;1Þ such that for each
r40 the volume V dðK  BrðoÞÞ of the so-called parallel body K  BrðoÞ of any K 2
K is given by
Vd ðK  BrðoÞÞ ¼
Xd
j¼0
rdjkdjV jðKÞ: (1)
This polynomial expansion in r is often referred to as Steiner’s formula. The
functionals V j ; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d are called intrinsic volumes. Let R be the convex ring, i.e.,
the family of all ﬁnite unions of convex bodies. It can be proven that for each
j ¼ 0; . . . ; d there exists a unique additive extension of the functional V j : K!
½0;1Þ to the convex ring R given by the inclusion– exclusion formula
VjðK1 [    [ KnÞ ¼
Xn
i¼1
ð1Þi1
X
j1ooji
V jðKj1 \    \ Kji Þ (2)
for any K1; . . . ; Kn; where K1 [    [ Kn 2 R: Notice that the value V jðK1 [    [
KnÞ in (2) does not depend on the representation of the set K1 [    [ Kn 2 R by its
convex components K1; . . . ; Kn 2K: Moreover, intrinsic volumes have a nice
geometric interpretation based on Crofton’s formula (cf. e.g. [22, pp. 78–79]).
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Let X be a stationary RACS in Rd (see e.g. [12,23,24]) with realizations x from the
extended convex ring S almost surely. This means that x \ K belongs to the usual
convex ring R for any (compact and convex) K 2K and almost every realization x
of X:
For K 2 Rnf;g; let NðKÞ ¼ minfm 2 N : K ¼ Smi¼1 Ki; Ki 2Kg denote the
minimal number of convex components of the set K, where we put NðKÞ ¼ 0 if
K ¼ ;: One can show that the mapping NðX \ ½0; 1dÞ : O! R is measurable, i.e.
NðX \ ½0; 1dÞ is a random variable. Assume that ENðX \ ½0; 1dÞo1: Then, X can be
represented by a point process fXig of compact and convex sets, i.e. a sequence of
compact and convex RACS X1;X2; . . . such that #fi : Xi \ BrðoÞa;go1 for each
r40; and X ¼ S1i¼1 Xi (see [23, Satz 4.4.2]). Furthermore, if
E2NðX\½0;1
d Þo1 (3)
holds, then it follows that for any (monotonously increasing) sequence fW ng of
compact and convex observation windows W n with
W n ¼ nK0 for some K0 2K such that V dðK0Þ40 and o 2 int ðK0Þ; (4)
the expectations EV jðX \ W nÞ are well deﬁned and the limit
VjðXÞ ¼ lim
n!1
EV jðX \ W nÞ
V dðW nÞ
(5)
exists for each j ¼ 0; . . . ; d (see [23, Satz 5.1.3]). The functional V jðXÞ is called the
intensity of the intrinsic volume V j or the specific intrinsic j-volume of X:
Notice that (4) implies in particular that for each r40
lim
n!1
V dðW n  BrðoÞÞ
VdðW nÞ
¼ lim
n!1
V dðW n  BrðoÞÞ
V dðW nÞ
¼ 1 (6)
and
lim
n!1
V dðqW n  BrðoÞÞ
VdðW nÞ
¼ 0: (7)
2.3. Explicit extension of intrinsic volumes
In order to construct a joint estimator for the vector ðV0ðXÞ; . . . ; Vd ðXÞÞ> of
speciﬁc intrinsic volumes introduced in (5), we use an explicit extension of Steiner’s
formula (1) to the convex ring R; which can be found e.g. in [21]. The idea of this
extension is based on the index of sets from the convex ring R; where for any K 2 R
and q; x 2 Rd ; qax; the index of K is deﬁned by
JðK ; q; xÞ ¼
1 lim
d!þ0
lim
!þ0
V 0ðK \ BjxqjðxÞ \ BdðqÞÞ; q 2 K ;
0 otherwise:
(
(8)
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for qeqK : For any r40; deﬁne the functional rr : R! R by
rrðKÞ ¼
Z
Rd
I rðK ; xÞdx; K 2 R; (9)
where
IrðK ; xÞ ¼
X
qax
JðK \ BrðxÞ; q; xÞ: (10)
The last sum consists of ﬁnitely many summands (being different from zero). It can
be proven that the quantities introduced in (8)–(10) are well deﬁned. By this, the
following extension
rrðKÞ ¼
Xd1
j¼0
rdjkdjV jðKÞ; K 2 R (11)
of Steiner’s formula (1) to the convex ring R holds. Notice that the functionals V j
that arise from the latter construction coincide with those introduced in (2).
Since (11) holds for any r40; by choosing d pairwise different r0; . . . ; rd140; we
are able to get the following system of linear equations:
rri ðKÞ ¼
Xd1
j¼0
r
dj
i kdjV jðKÞ; i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1 (12)
with respect to V0ðKÞ; . . . ; V d1ðKÞ: Thus, we can ﬁrst compute the vector
ðrr0 ðKÞ; . . . ; rrd1ðKÞÞ> given by (8)–(10) and solve (12) subsequently, instead of
computing ðV0ðKÞ; . . . ; Vd1ðKÞÞ> directly. This approach has the advantage that
the computation of rr0ðKÞ; . . . ;rrd1ðKÞ only requires the computation of the local
Euler–Poincare´ characteristics of K, which can be done much easier than the direct
computation of (global) intrinsic volumes V 0ðKÞ; . . . ; V d1ðKÞ: The reason for this is
that the local Euler–Poincare´ characteristic V0ðK \ BjxqjðxÞ \ BdðqÞÞ in (8) can be
easily computed by the inclusion–exclusion formula (2) for small ; d40; since then
the right-hand side of (2) consists of a small number of summands being either 1 or
1; see also [10]. The idea to represent the intrinsic volumes of convex sets by a
system of linear algebraic equations similar to (12) is due to Schneider and Weil [22,
p. 45]. Furthermore, this indirect approach leads to joint estimators for all
V 0ðXÞ; . . . ; V dðXÞ simultaneously, possessing an integral representation by stationary
random ﬁelds and, therefore, having useful asymptotic properties; see Section 3
below.
For xeK ; the sum IrðK ; xÞ in (10) exhibits a nice geometric interpretation (see [21,
p. 224]), namely, IrðK ; xÞ ¼ V 0ðK \ BrðxÞÞ for all xeK : In particular, for each
K 2K
IrðK ; xÞ ¼ 1ðx 2 ðK  BrðoÞÞnKÞ (13)
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IrðK ; xÞ ¼
XNðK\BrðxÞÞ
k¼1
ð1Þk1
X
i1ooik
I rðKi1 \    \ Kik ; xÞ (14)
for each K 2 R; where the compact and convex sets K1; K2; . . . are the convex
components of a minimal decomposition of K \ BrðxÞ: Notice that (14) follows from
the fact that the functional I r : R Rd ! R deﬁned in (8) and (10) is additive in the
ﬁrst argument. Furthermore, for each K 2 R; the representation formulae (13) and
(14) imply that
jIrðK ; xÞjp
XNðK\BrðxÞÞ
k¼1
NðK \ BrðxÞÞ
k
 
¼ 2NðK\BrðxÞÞ  1p2NðK\BrðxÞÞ: (15)
Putting ½z; z þ e ¼ ½0; 1d þ z for any z 2 Zd and Aðx; rÞ ¼ fz 2 Zd : ½z; z þ e \
BrðxÞa;g for any x 2 Rd ; r40; the following lemma yields a useful upper bound
on jIrðK ; xÞj:
Lemma 1. For any K 2 R; x 2 Rd and r40;
jIrðK ; xÞjp
X2d
k¼1
X
z2Aðx;rÞ
Xa
z1;...;zk2Aðx;rÞ:z2
Tk
i¼1½zi ;ziþe
2N
Tk
i¼1½zi ;ziþe\K

 
; (16)
where the inner sum extends over all pairwise disjoint z1; . . . ; zk 2 Aðx; rÞ such that
z 2 Tki¼1½zi; zi þ e:
Proof. Since K ¼ Sz2Zd ðK \ ½z; z þ eÞ and Ir is additive on R; we have
IrðK ; xÞ ¼
X2d
k¼1
ð1Þk1
Xa
z1;...;zk2Aðx;rÞ
Ir
\k
i¼1
½zi; zi þ e \ K ; x
 !
: (17)
The ﬁrst sum on the right-hand side of (17) runs from 1 to 2d since\k
i¼1
½zi; zi þ e \ K ¼ ; for k42d
if all zi are different. Besides this, for any A; B 2K with A 
 B; we have NðK \ AÞ
pNðK \ BÞ for each K 2 R: Thus, (15) and (17) imply that
jIrðK ; xÞjp
X2d
k¼1
Xa
z1;...;zk2Aðx;rÞ
2N
Tk
i¼1½zi ;ziþe\K

 
¼
X2d
k¼1
X
z2Aðx;rÞ
Xa
z1;...;zk2Aðx;rÞ:z2
Tk
i¼1½zi ;ziþe
2N
Tk
i¼1½zi ;ziþe\K

 
;
which is the expected result. &
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Assume that condition (3) is fulﬁlled. Furthermore, let fW ng be a sequence of
compact and convex observation windows W n such that (4) holds. Then, putting
K ¼ X \ W n in (11) for each n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; taking expectation and dividing by
V dðW nÞ on both sides of Steiner’s formula (11), we get
rrðXÞ ¼
Xd1
j¼0
rdjkdjV jðXÞ; r40; (18)
where rrðXÞ ¼ limn!1 ErrðX \ W nÞ=V dðW nÞ: The limit on the left-hand side of (18)
exists due to the existence of the limits V0ðXÞ; . . . ; V d1ðXÞ on the right-hand side of
(18) as deﬁned in (5).
Considering (18) for any positive radii ri; i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1; one gets the following
system of linear equations:
ðrr1 ðXÞ ¼
Xd1
j¼0
r
dj
i kdjV jðXÞ; i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1 (19)
with respect to V jðXÞ; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1: If we add one more equation, namely
lim
n!1
EV d ðX \ W nÞ
V dðW nÞ
¼ V dðXÞ; (20)
which holds since EV dðX \ W nÞ ¼ V dðXÞVdðW nÞ for each n ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; we get a
system of d þ 1 linear equations on the variables VjðXÞ; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d:
Suppose that the radii r0; . . . ; rd140 are pairwise different. Then, there exists a
unique solution v ¼ ðV 0ðXÞ; . . . ; V dðXÞÞ> of the system of linear equations (19)–(20)
which can be written in matrix form as
Ar0...rd1v ¼ c; (21)
where
c ¼ ðrr0 ðXÞ; . . . ;rrd1 ðXÞ; VdðXÞÞ> (22)
and the deterministic ðd þ 1Þ  ðd þ 1Þ-dimensional matrix
Ar0...rd1 ¼
rd0kd r
d1
0 kd1 . . . r
2
0k2 r0k1 0
rd1kd r
d1
1 kd1 . . . r
2
1k2 r1k1 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
rdd1kd r
d1
d1kd1 . . . r
2
d1k2 rd1k1 0
0 0 . . . 0 0 1
0BBBBBB@
1CCCCCCA (23)
is regular by the properties of Vandermonde’s determinant.
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3.1. An indirect estimator
In order to estimate the vector v ¼ ðV 0ðXÞ; . . . ; V dðXÞÞ> of speciﬁc intrinsic
volumes from a single realization of X observed in a certain window W n of the type
given in (4), we proceed in the following way. First, we choose an appropriate
estimator bcn for the vector of limits c as given in (22). Then, in view of (21), we use bcn
for (indirect) estimation of v: More precisely, we deﬁne the estimator bvn of v by
bvn ¼ A1r0...rd1bcn; (24)
where A1r0...rd1 is the inverse of the matrix Ar0...rd1 given in (23).
An estimator bcn for c can be constructed by considering the following (natural)
estimators bcni for the components:
ci ¼ rri ðXÞ; i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1: (25)
For any nX1 and i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1; let
bcni ¼ rri ðX \ W nÞ
VdðW nÞ
; (26)
where
rri ðX \ W nÞ ¼
Z
W nBri ðoÞ
X
q2qðX\W nÞ\Bri ðxÞ;qax
JðX \ W n \ Bri ðxÞ; q; xÞ
0@ 1Adx: ð27Þ
The integration in (27) is performed over W n  Bri ðoÞ or, to be more precise, over
qðX \ W nÞ  Bri ðoÞ for the following reasons. Firstly, the index function JðX \ W n \
Bri ðxÞ; q; xÞ is equal to zero for any point qeqðX \ W nÞ: Hence, the sum in (27) runs
over (ﬁnitely many) q 2 qðX \ W nÞ; qax: Secondly, points x with qðX \ W nÞ \
Bri ðxÞa; necessarily belong to qðX \ W nÞ  Bri ðoÞ: In addition, for i ¼ d we put
bcnd ¼ Vd ðX \ W nÞ
V dðW nÞ
: (28)
Theorem 2. The estimators bcn ¼ ðbcn0; . . . ;bcndÞ> and bvn ¼ ðbvn0; . . . ;bvnd Þ> for c and v
given in (26)–(28) and (24), respectively, are asymptotically unbiased as n !1:
Proof. The last component bcnd of bcn given in (28) is an unbiased estimator for cd by
deﬁnition. Besides this, by (25)–(27) we have limn!1 Ebcni ¼ limn!1 Erri ðX \ W nÞ=
V dðW nÞ ¼ ci for each i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1: Thus, the estimator bcn ¼ ðbcn0; . . . ;bcndÞ> for c is
asymptotically unbiased as n !1: Together with (21) and (24), this implies that
lim
n!1
E bvn ¼ lim
n!1
EA1r0...rd1bcn ¼ A1r0...rd1 limn!1 E bcn ¼ A1r0...rd1c ¼ v;
which proves the theorem. &
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Besides the estimators bcn and bvn introduced in Section 3.1, it is useful to consider
some (slightly modiﬁed) versions ecn and evn of them. To be precise, for each i ¼
0; . . . ; d  1 and for any nX1 such that Vd ðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ40; let
ecni ¼ ern;ri ðXÞ
V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
; (29)
where
ern;ri ðXÞ ¼ Z
W nBri ðoÞ
X
q2qX\Bri ðxÞ; qax
JðX \ Bri ðxÞ; q; xÞ
0@ 1Adx: (30)
For i ¼ d; we put
ecnd ¼ bcnd ¼ Vd ðX \ W nÞ
V dðW nÞ
: (31)
Finally, let ecn ¼ ðecn0; . . . ;ecnd Þ andevn ¼ A1r0...rd1ecn: (32)
An advantage of the random variable ern;rðXÞ deﬁned in (30) is that it can be
expressed as an integral of a certain (measurable and stationary) random ﬁeld. For
this, deﬁne
ZrðxÞ ¼
X
q2qX\BrðxÞ; qax
JðX \ BrðxÞ; q; xÞ; x 2 Rd : (33)
Notice that ZrðxÞ ¼ V0ðX \ BrðxÞÞ for each xeX: Moreover, the random ﬁeld Zr ¼
fZrðxÞ; x 2 Rdg is stationary due to the stationarity of X: Hence, the deﬁning Eq.
(30) of ern;rðXÞ can be rewritten as
ern;rðXÞ ¼ Z
W nBrðoÞ
ZrðxÞdx: (34)
From Lemma 1 we immediately get the following auxiliary result.
Lemma 3. For arbitrary x 2 Rd and r40; it holds almost surely that
jZrðxÞjp
X2d
k¼1
X
z2Aðx;rÞ
Xa
z1;...;zk2Aðx;rÞ:z2
Tk
i¼1½zi ;ziþe
2N
Tk
i¼1½zi ;ziþe\X

 
: (35)
Due to the stationarity of X; Lemma 3 yields an upper bound on EjZrðxÞj given by
EjZrðxÞjp
X2d
k¼1
X
z2Aðx;rÞ
2d
k
 
E2NðX\½0;1
d Þ ¼ ð22d  1ÞjAðx; rÞjE2NðX\½0;1d Þ: (36)
Thus, using Minkowski’s inequality, it becomes clear that EjZrðxÞjso1 holds
for an arbitrary ﬁxed sX1 if E2sNðX\ð0;1
d Þo1: In particular, by (3) and (36), the
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zr ¼ EZrðxÞ (37)
is well deﬁned and ﬁnite. However, it does not depend on x 2 Rd due to the
stationarity of Zr:
Lemma 4. For i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1 and for each n sufficiently large, it holds
Eecni ¼ zri : (38)
Proof. Using (34) and (37), we have
Eecni ¼ Eerri ðX \ W nÞ
V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
¼ 1
V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
Z
W nBri ðoÞ
EZri ðxÞdx ¼ zri
for each n such that Vd ðW n  BrðoÞÞ40 for r ¼ maxfr0; . . . ; rd1g: &
Theorem 5. For any nX1 with VdðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ40 for i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1; the
estimators ecn ¼ ðecn0; . . . ;ecnd Þ> and evn ¼ ðevn0; . . . ;evnd Þ> defined in (29) to (32) are
unbiased for c and v, respectively, i.e.,
Eecn ¼ c and Eevn ¼ v: (39)
Proof. For any nX1; the estimator ecnd ¼ bcnd is obviously unbiased for the volume
fraction cd ¼ vd ¼ V dðXÞ of X: For i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1; we showed in Lemma 4 that the
expectation Eecni does not depend on n. Furthermore, for any ﬁxed n, we have
jEecni  cijpEjecni  bcnij þ Ejbcni  cij; where the second summand of the latter bound
converges to zero by Theorem 2 as n !1: Thus, in order to prove the ﬁrst part of
the assertion, it remains to show that the ﬁrst summand in this bound converges to
zero as well. By (27), (34), and (36), we have
Ejern;ri ðXÞjp Z
W nBri ðoÞ
ð22d  1ÞjAðx; rÞjE2NðX\½0;1d Þ dx
paVdðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ ð40Þ
and
Ejern;ri ðXÞ  rri ðX \ W nÞjp Z
qW nBri ðoÞ
ð22d  1ÞjAðx; rÞjE2NðX\½0;1d Þ dx
paVd ðqW n  Bri ðoÞÞ; ð41Þ
where a ¼ kdrdð22
d  1ÞE2NðX\½0;1d Þ is a constant. Notice that the integration in (41)
is performed over qW n  Bri ðoÞ since the sums in (27) and (30) are equal for all x
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 intðW nÞ: This implies that
Ejecni  bcnijp 1
V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
 1
V dðW nÞ
 
Ejern;ri ðXÞj
þ 1
VdðW nÞ
Ejern;ri ðXÞ  rri ðX \ W nÞj
pa 1 V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
VdðW nÞ
þ V dðqW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
VdðW nÞ
 
:
Thus, by (6) and (7), the ﬁrst part of the assertion follows. Consequently, the second
part of the assertion holds by (21) and (32). &
3.3. Mean-square consistency
By the integral representation given in (34), it turns out that the random vectorecn ¼ ðecn0; . . . ;ecnd Þ deﬁned in (29)–(31) is similarly structured as the functionals of the
stationary RACS X considered in [1,2]. Moreover, estimators of form (34) appear in
the theory of stationary random ﬁelds as least-square estimators for the mean; see
e.g. Section 3.1 in [9]. It is well known that such estimators are mean-square
consistent; see [9, p. 131]. By (24) and (32), this leads to conditions for mean-square
consistency of the empirical intrinsic volumes bvn and evn .
Assume that the stationary random ﬁeld Zr ¼ fZrðxÞ; x 2 Rdg deﬁned in (33) is of
second order for each r40; i.e. EZ2r ðxÞo1 for any x 2 Rd : Due to (35), a sufﬁcient
condition for this is E4NðX\½0;1
d Þo1: Denote the covariance function of the random
ﬁeld Zr ¼ fZrðxÞg by CovrðxÞ; where CovrðxÞ ¼ EðZrðoÞZrðxÞÞ  z2r for any x 2 Rd :
Besides this, we consider the covariance CovXðxÞ ¼ Pðo 2 X; x 2 XÞ  p2X of the
stationary RACS X; where pX ¼ Pðo 2 XÞ ¼ V dðXÞ is the volume fraction of X:
Assume that
E4NðX\½0;1
d Þo1 and
Z
Rd
jCovrðxÞjdxo1; r40 (42)
and letZ
Rd
jCovXðxÞjdxo1: (43)
Theorem 6. Under the above assumptions, the estimators bcn and ecn given in (26)–(28)
and in (29)–(31), respectively, are mean-square consistent for c as n !1: Moreover,
the estimators bvn and evn given in (24) and (32) are mean-square consistent for v as
n !1:
Proof. The mean-square consistency of ecn easily follows from the integral
representation (34); see also [9, p. 131]. Thus, for each i ¼ 0; . . . ; d; we have
lim
n!1
Eðecni  ciÞ2 ¼ 0: (44)
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Theorem 5 that
Eðecni  bcniÞ2
p 1
VdðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
 1
VdðW nÞ
 2
Eer2n;ri ðXÞ
þ 1
V 2dðW nÞ
Eðern;ri ðXÞ  rri ðX \ W nÞÞ2
þ 1
Vd ðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
 1
Vd ðW nÞ
 
2
V d ðW nÞ
Ejern;ri ðXÞðern;ri ðXÞ  rri ðX \ W nÞÞj
pb 1 V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
VdðW nÞ
þ V dðqW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
Vd ðW nÞ
 2
for each i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1; where bo1 is some constant. Together with (44), this
implies that limn!1 Eðbcni  ciÞ2 ¼ 0 for each i ¼ 0; . . . ; d: Furthermore, in view of
(21), (24), and (32), it follows that limn!1 Eðevni  viÞ2 ¼ 0 and limn!1 Eðbvni  viÞ2 ¼
0 for each i ¼ 0; . . . ; d: &
3.4. Second-order characteristics
If the stationary RACS X is induced by an independently marked germ–grain
process with compact and convex grains, conditions can be derived such that the
vector evn ¼ ðevn0; . . . ;evnd Þ> of empirical intrinsic volumes is asymptotically normal as
n !1 (see Section 4.4). Regarding this, it is useful to determine the asymptotic
covariance matrix of the (scaled) random vectors
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vd ðW nÞ
p ecn as n !1: However,
this asymptotic covariance matrix can still be investigated under the general
assumptions on the RACS X; which have been made in this paper up to now.
In addition to the covariance functions CovrðxÞ and CovXðxÞ introduced in Section
3.3, we consider the (centered) cross-covariance functions Covrr0 ðxÞ and Covr;XðxÞ of
the pairs of random ﬁelds ðZr; Zr0 Þ and ðZr; 1XÞ for any r; r040 where
Covrr0 ðxÞ ¼ EðZrðoÞZr0 ðxÞÞ  zrzr0 ; Covr;XðxÞ ¼ EðZrðoÞ1ðx 2 XÞÞ  zrpX
for any x 2 Rd : Notice that Covrr0 ðxÞ ¼ Covr0rðxÞ; Covr;XðxÞ ¼ CovX;rðxÞ for
arbitrary r; r040 and x 2 Rd : Furthermore, for any K 2K; we consider the
geometric covariogram gK ðxÞ of K, where gK ðxÞ ¼ V dðK \ ðK  xÞÞ; x 2 Rd :
Theorem 7. Let E4NðX\½0;1
d Þo1: Then, for 0pi; jod;
Covðecni;ecnjÞ ¼ RRd Covrirj ðxÞVd ððW n  Bri ðoÞÞ \ ðW n  Brj ðoÞ  xÞÞdx
V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞVd ðW n  Brj ðoÞÞ
(45)
and
Covðecni;ecnd Þ ¼ RRd Covri ;XðxÞV dððW n  Bri ðoÞÞ \ ðW n  xÞÞdx
V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞV dðW nÞ
: (46)
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VarðecniÞ ¼
R
Rd
Covri ðxÞgW nBri ðoÞðxÞdx
V 2dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞ
for i ¼ 0; . . . ; d  1;R
Rd
CovXðxÞgW nðxÞdx
V 2dðW nÞ
for i ¼ d:
8>>><>>: (47)
Proof. By (29), (30), and (33), we haveCovðecni;ecnjÞ ¼ 1
V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞVdðW n  Brj ðoÞÞ
 E
Z
W nBri ðoÞ
Z
W nBrj ðoÞ
Zri ðx1ÞZrj ðx2Þdx2 dx1
(
 E
Z
W nBri ðoÞ
Zri ðx1Þdx1
 !
E
Z
W nBrj ðoÞ
Zrj ðx2Þdx2
 !)
:
By Fubini’s theorem, this implies
Covðecni;ecnjÞ ¼
R
W nBri ðoÞ
R
W nBrj ðoÞ
Covrirj ðx2  x1Þdx2 dx1
V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞVdðW n  Brj ðoÞÞ
¼
R
Rd
Covrirj ðxÞV dððW n  Bri ðoÞÞ \ ðW n  Brj ðoÞ  xÞÞdx
V dðW n  Bri ðoÞÞV dðW n  Brj ðoÞÞ
;
where the latter equality follows from an appropriate substitution of the variables
x1; x2: Similar arguments can be applied to prove formulae (46) and (47). This proves
the theorem. &
Corollary 8. Assume that conditions (42) and (43) are fulfilled and the cross-
covariances Covrr0 ðxÞ and Covr;XðxÞ are absolutely integrable for any r; r040; i.e.Z
Rd
jCovrr0 ðxÞ jdxo1;
Z
Rd
jCovr;XðxÞjdxo1: (48)
Then, for 0piod and 0pjpd;
lim
n!1
Cov
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vd ðW nÞ
p ecni; ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃV dðW nÞp ecnj  ¼
R
Rd
Covrirj ðxÞdx if jod;R
Rd
Covri ;XðxÞdx if j ¼ d:
(
Moreover, limn!1Varð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V dðW nÞ
p ecndÞ ¼ RRd CovXðxÞdx:
Proof. Using (6) and (7), the statements immediately follow from Theorem 7 and
from the dominated convergence theorem. &
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However, instead of our integrability conditions, rather restrictive mixing conditions
are assumed in that case; see [9, Theorem 1.7.6].3.5. Consistent estimation of the asymptotic covariance matrix
In this section, we construct mean-square consistent estimators for the integrals of
covariances considered in Corollary 8. Our construction is similar to the technique
used in [1] for mean-square consistent estimation of the asymptotic covariance
matrix of properly normalized volume fractions of stationarily connected RACS.
However, instead of indicator-valued random ﬁelds as investigated in [1], in the
present paper we consider a rather general class of stationary random ﬁelds, where
we merely assume that they satisfy some (mild) integrability conditions.
Let ðO;F; PÞ be an arbitrary probability space and BðRdÞ the Borel s-algebra on
Rd : Assume that the random ﬁelds Y 0 ¼ fY 0ðxÞ; x 2 Rdg; . . . ; Y d ¼ fY d ðxÞ; x 2 Rdg
deﬁned on this probability space are stationarily connected, i.e., the vector ﬁeld
Y ¼ fY ðxÞ; x 2 Rdg with Y ðxÞ ¼ ðY 0ðxÞ; . . . ; Y d ðxÞÞ> is stationary. For each i ¼
0; . . . ; d; suppose that Y i : R
d  O! R is a measurable mapping with respect to the
product s-algebra BðRd Þ  F:
Assume that for each i ¼ 0; . . . ; d;
EY 4i ð0Þo1: (49)
Then, in particular, mi ¼ EY iðxÞ and CovijðxÞ ¼ EðY iðoÞY jðxÞÞ  mimj are well
deﬁned for any i; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d and x 2 Rd : Notice that CovijðxÞ ¼ CovjiðxÞ holds for
each x 2 Rd : Rewriting condition (48), we assume thatZ
Rd
jCovijðxÞjdxo1 (50)
for any i; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d: Thus, the matrix S ¼ ðsijÞ of integrated cross-covariances is
also well deﬁned, where sij ¼
R
Rd
CovijðxÞdx for 0pi; jpd: On the space of real-
valued ðd þ 1Þ  ðd þ 1Þ-matrices A ¼ ðaijÞ; we consider the norm
kAk ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃXd
i;j¼0
a2ij
vuut : (51)
The aim of this section is to construct a sequence of estimators bSn ¼ ðbsnijÞ for S ¼
ðsijÞ such that limn!1 EkbSn  Sk2 ¼ 0 holds. Suppose that for each n 2 N; the
estimator bSn is based on the observation of the vector ﬁeld Y ¼ fY ðxÞ; x 2 Rdg
within a certain sampling window W n 
 Rd ; where fW ng is a sequence of
(monotonously increasing, compact and convex) sets of the kind given in (4). For
each n 2 N; we additionally consider some compact and convex sets W n0; . . . ; W nd 

W n; where we assume that the ith component Y i of the vector ﬁeld Y is observable
only on W ni; for each i ¼ 0; . . . ; d: Suppose that for each n 2 N; these subsets of W n
are ordered with respect to inclusion, i.e. W n0 
    
 W nd ¼ W n:
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increasing sequence of compact and convex sets such that Unij 
 W nij and
V dðUnijÞ40 for each n 2 N: Furthermore, assume that limn!1 Unij ¼ Rd and that
lim
n!1
V 2dðUnijÞ
V dðW nijÞ
¼ 0; (52)
lim
n!1
minx2Unij V dðW nij \ ðW nij þ xÞÞ
V dðW nijÞ
¼ 1 (53)
for any i; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d: Notice that conditions (52) and (53) keep the averaging sets
Unij small enough in comparison with W nij ensuring, for instance, that the volume of
Unij grows slower than the square root of the volume of W nij :
For any n 2 N and i; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d; we consider the following estimator:
bsnij ¼ 1
V dðW nijÞ
Z
Unij
dCovnijðxÞV dðW nij \ ðW nij  xÞÞdx (54)
for sij ; where
dCovnijðxÞ ¼
R
W nij\ðW nijþxÞ Y jðyÞY iðy  xÞdy
V dðW nij \ ðW nij þ xÞÞ

R
W nij
Y iðyÞdy
R
W nij
Y jðyÞdy
V 2dðW nijÞ
(55)
is the standard estimator for the cross-covariance CovijðxÞ of Y i and Y j; see e.g. [9,
Chapter 4]. Notice that the values dCovnijðxÞ of the integrand in (54) are weighted by
V dðW nij \ ðW nij  xÞÞ=V dðW nijÞ: Thus, besides restricting the area of averaging in
(54) to the set Unij 
 W nij ; this edge correction leads to smaller weights for those
x 2 Unij being further away from the origin, that is not in the central part of Unij 

W nij 
 W n; but closer to the boundary of these sets.
Theorem 9. Assume that
sup
x1;x22Rd
Z
Rd
jEðY iðoÞY jðx1ÞY iðyÞY jðy þ x2ÞÞ  EðY iðoÞY jðx1ÞÞEðY iðoÞY jðx2ÞÞjdyo1
ð56Þ
and Z
R3d
jEððY iðoÞ  miÞðY jðx1Þ  mjÞðY iðx2Þ  miÞðY jðx3Þ  mjÞÞjdðx1; x2; x3Þo1
ð57Þ
for any i; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d: Then, the estimator bSn ¼ ðbsnijÞ introduced in (54)–(55) is mean-
square consistent for the matrix S ¼ ðsijÞ; i.e.
lim
n!1
EkbSn  Sk2 ¼ 0: (58)
Proof. By (51), it sufﬁces to show that for any i; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d
lim
n!1
Eðbsnij  sijÞ2 ¼ 0: (59)
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Eðbsnij  sijÞ2q
p E
Z
Unij
ðdCovijðxÞ  CovijðxÞÞ gW nij ðxÞ
VdðW nijÞ
dx
 !20@ 1A1=2
þ
Z
Unij
jCovijðxÞj 1
gW nij ðxÞ
Vd ðW nijÞ
 
dx þ
Z
RdnUnij
jCovijðxÞjdx; ð60Þ
where gW nij ðxÞ ¼ V dðW nij \ ðW nij þ xÞÞ: Due to the integrability of the cross-
covariances (50), the last term in (60) tends to zero as n !1: By (53), we get
that Z
Unij
jCovijðxÞj 1
gW nij ðxÞ
V dðW nijÞ
 
dxp 1
minx2UnijgW nij ðxÞ
V dðW nijÞ
 Z
Rd
jCovijðxÞjdx
tends to zero as n !1: It remains to show that the ﬁrst right-hand term in (60)
tends to zero, i.e.
lim
n!1
E
1
V dðW nijÞ
Z
Unij
ðdCovnijðxÞ  CovijðxÞÞgW nij ðxÞdx
 !2
¼ 0:
With the abbreviating notation
bCnijðxÞ ¼
R
W nij\ðW nijþxÞ Y jðyÞY iðy  xÞdy
Vd ðW nij \ ðW nij þ xÞÞ
; bmni ¼
R
W nij
Y iðyÞdy
Vd ðW nijÞ
; (61)
the estimator dCovnijðxÞ deﬁned in (55) can be rewritten as dCovnijðxÞ ¼ bCnijðxÞ bmni bmnj : By Minkowski’s inequality, we have
E
Z
Unij
ðdCovnijðxÞ  CovijðxÞÞ gW nij ðxÞ
V dðW nijÞ
dx
 !20@ 1A1=2
p E
Z
Unij
ð bCnijðxÞ  EðY iðoÞY jðxÞÞÞ gW nij ðxÞ
V dðW nijÞ
dx
 !20@ 1A1=2
þ E
Z
Unij
ðmimj  bmni bmnjÞ gW nij ðxÞ
Vd ðW nijÞ
dx
 !20@ 1A1=2: ð62Þ
For the square of the ﬁrst term on the right-hand side in (62), we get by stationarity
of Y and an appropriate change of variables that
E
Z
Unij
ð bCnijðxÞ  EðY iðoÞY jðxÞÞÞ gW nij ðxÞ
V dðW nijÞ
dx
 !2
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2
dðUnijÞ
V dðW nijÞ
sup
x1;x22Rd
Z
Rd
jCovðY iðoÞY jðx1Þ; Y iðyÞY jðy þ x2ÞÞjdy:
By (52) and (56), the last expression converges to zero as n !1: Using the
inequality of Cauchy–Schwarz, the square of the second term on the right-hand side
in (62) can be bounded by
E
Z
Unij
ðmimj  bmni bmnjÞ gW nij ðxÞ
VdðW nijÞ
dx
 !2
p V
2
dðUnijÞ
V dðW nijÞ
m2i
Z
Rd
jCovjjðxÞjdx
þ V
2
dðUnijÞ
V
3=2
d ðW nijÞ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
aEY 4j ðoÞ
q
þ 2jmij
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
aEY 2j ðoÞ
q 
;
where ao1 is the maximum value of the integrals considered in (57). By (52), the
latter bound converges to zero as n !1: &
The mean-square consistency (58) proved above obviously implies the asympto-
tical unbiasedness of the estimator bSn; i.e. limn!1kEbSn  Sk ¼ 0: However, it
should be noted that this holds under much weaker conditions than those of
Theorem 9. Namely, it is enough to require (50) and (53).
Letting Y 0ðxÞ ¼ Zr0 ðxÞ; . . . ; Y d1ðxÞ ¼ Zrd1 ðxÞ; and Y dðxÞ ¼ 1ðx 2 XÞ; the general
model discussed in the present section turns out to be the one considered in Sections
3.2–3.4. Recall that we assumed in (4) that the sampling windows W n are given by
W n ¼ nK0 for some K0 2K such that VdðK0Þ40 and o 2 K0nqK0: Furthermore, in
Sections 3.2–3.4, we considered the reduced sampling windows W ni ¼ W n  Bri ðoÞ:
If, for example, K0 ¼ B1ðoÞ and the averaging sets Unij are given by Unij ¼
Bn
ﬃﬃ
n
p maxfri ;rjgðoÞ for some sequence fng with 0onp1; n # 0 and
ﬃﬃﬃ
n
p
n " 1 then
Unij 
 W nij holds for any i; j ¼ 0; . . . ; d and conditions (52) and (53) are fulﬁlled.
Examples of stationary RACS X; for which the integrability conditions (49)–(50) and
(56)–(57) are fulﬁlled, will be discussed in Section 4.4. Germ–grain processes
Let X be a stationary RACS induced by a germ– grain process ðX ; MÞ ¼ fðX i; MiÞg
in Rd ; where X ¼ fX ig is a stationary point process in Rd with positive ﬁnite intensity
l and M ¼ fMig is a sequence independent of X consisting of independent and
identically distributed copies of a nonempty compact and convex RACS M0 in R
d
(called the typical grain) such that o 2 M0 and
EV dðM0  KÞo1 for each K 2K: (63)
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X ¼
[1
i¼1
Xi; where Xi ¼ Mi þ X i: (64)
Notice that condition (63) implies that for almost every realization of the germ–grain
process ðX ; MÞ ¼ fðX i; MiÞg; only ﬁnitely many sets Mi þ X i hit a ﬁxed set K 2K:
This means in particular that the inﬁnite union X in (64) is a closed set with
probability 1 and, therefore, X is a RACS; see e.g. Lemma 3 of Heinrich [4]. Besides
this, we consider the following set Ak 
 qX for any k 2 N: Let
Ak ¼ q 2 qX : 9i1; . . . ; ik such that q 2
\k
j¼1
qXij ; 8i1; . . . ; ikþ1qe
\kþ1
j¼1
qXij
( )
ð65Þ
and assume that
PðAk ¼ ;Þ ¼ 1; k4d: (66)
Conditions similar to (66) can be found e.g. in [7]. In particular, condition (66) is
fulﬁlled if X ¼ fX ig is Poisson.
4.1. Alternative bound on jZrðxÞj
Under the above (additional) assumptions on the structure of X; we can get deeper
insight into the properties of the random ﬁeld Zr ¼ fZrðxÞ; x 2 Rdg deﬁned in (33). In
particular, the results of Section 3 can be obtained under weaker integrability conditions
than those of (3) and (42), respectively. Indeed, instead of (3), a sufﬁcient condition for
the existence of speciﬁc intrinsic volumes is (63); see [23, Satz 5.1.4]. In order to weaken
the ﬁrst integrability assumption in (42), i.e. E4NðX\½0;1
d Þo1; we consider an upper
bound for jZrðxÞj which is different from that in (35). Denote by NrðxÞ the number of
grains of X that intersect the ball BrðxÞ; i.e., NrðxÞ ¼ #fi : Xi \ BrðxÞa;g:
Lemma 10. For any dimension dX2; there exists a constant ado1 such that
jZrðxÞjpadNdr ðxÞ (67)
almost surely for any x 2 Rd and r40:
Proof. By deﬁnition of NrðxÞ; it holds X \ BrðxÞ ¼
SNrðxÞ
i¼1 Xi \ BrðxÞ: Due to
condition (66), we have Ak ¼ ; almost surely for all k4d; where Ak denotes the
set introduced in (65). Thus, the deﬁnition of ZrðxÞ given in (33) can be rewritten as
ZrðxÞ ¼
Xd
k¼1
X
q2Ak
JðX \ BrðxÞ; q; xÞ: (68)
If q 2 Ak then the absolute value of the index JðX \ BrðxÞ; q; xÞ can obviously be
bounded from above by jJðX \ BrðxÞ; q; xÞjpk: Together with relation (68), this
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jZrðxÞjp
Xd
k¼1
k
NrðxÞ
k
 
padNdr ðxÞ;
where ad ¼
Pd
k¼1 1=ðk  1Þ!: &
Using the result of Lemma 10, the bound (35) on jZrðxÞj can be replaced by (67).
Thus, the ﬁrst integrability assumption in (42) can be replaced by
EN2dr ðoÞo1 (69)
in order to ensure that the stationary random ﬁeld Zr ¼ fZrðxÞ; x 2 Rdg is of
second order; r40: Notice that a similar condition for the existence of speciﬁc
intrinsic volumes has been derived in [27, p. 339]. Furthermore, using Minkowski’s
inequality, it is not difﬁcult to see that (69) holds for any r40 if and only if
EN2d1 ðoÞo1:4.2. Finite total variation of factorial moment measures
Sufﬁcient conditions for (69) can be derived as follows. Consider the jth factorial
moment measure aj of X ¼ fX ig given by
ajðA1      AjÞ ¼ E
Xa
i1;...;ij
1ðX i1 2 A1; . . . ; X ij 2 AjÞ
for any bounded A1; . . . ; Aj 2 BðRdÞ; where the summation
Pa extends over all j-
tuples of distinct indices. Since X is stationary with intensity l; the factorial moment
measure aj of X admits the decomposition
ajðA1      AjÞ ¼ l
Z
A1
að0Þj1ððA2  xÞ      ðAj  xÞÞdx; (70)
where að0Þj1 denotes the ð j  1Þth factorial moment measure with respect to the
reduced Palm distribution of X (see [3, Chapters 10 and 12]).
Lemma 11. Let m 2 N be arbitrary, but fixed. Assume that (63) holds and thatZ
Rdj
j aj  að0Þj jdðx1; . . . ; xjÞo1 (71)
for each j 2 f1; . . . ; m  1g: Then, ENmr ð0Þo1 for each r40:
Proof. Notice that
NrðoÞ ¼ #fi : Xi \ BrðoÞa;g ¼ #fi : X i 2 ðMi  BrðoÞÞg
¼
X
ðX i ;MiÞ2ðX ;MÞ
1ðX i 2 ðMi  BrðoÞÞÞ;
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BrðoÞÞg: Thus, the expectation ENmr ðoÞ can be rewritten as
ENmr ðoÞ ¼
Xm
j¼1
j!E
X
i1ooij
1ðX i1 2 ðMi1  BrðoÞÞÞ    1ðX ij 2 ðMij  BrðoÞÞÞ:
Furthermore, by (70) we get for each j 2 f1; . . . ; mg that
j!E
X
i1ooij
Yj
k¼1
1ðX ik 2 ðMik  BrðoÞÞÞ
¼
Z
Rdj
Yj
i¼1
Pðxi 2 M0  BrðoÞÞajðdðx1; . . . ; xjÞÞ
¼ l
Z
Rd
Pðxj 2 M0  BrðoÞÞ
Z
Rðj1Þd
Yj1
i¼1
Pðxi 2 M0  BrðoÞÞ
að0Þj1ðdðx1  xj ; . . . ; xj1  xjÞÞdxj
¼ l
Z
Rd
Pðxj 2 M0  BrðoÞÞ
Z
Rðj1Þd
Yj1
i¼1
Pðxi 2 M0  BrðoÞÞ
ðað0Þj1  aj1Þðdðx1  xj ; . . . ; xj1  xjÞÞdxj
þ l
Z
Rd
Pðxj 2 M0  BrðoÞÞ
Z
Rðj1Þd
Yj1
i¼1
Pðxi 2 M0  BrðoÞÞ
aj1ðdðx1  xj ; . . . ; xj1  xjÞÞdxj :
Thus,
j!E
X
i1ooij
Yj
k¼1
1ðX ik 2 ðMi1  BrðoÞÞÞplEV dðM0  BrðoÞÞ

Z
Rðj1Þd
jað0Þj1  aj1jðdðx1; . . . ; xj1ÞÞ þ l
Z
Rd
Pðxj 2 M0  BrðoÞÞ

Z
Rðj1Þd
Yj1
i¼1
Pðxi 2 M0  BrðoÞÞaj1ðdðx1  xj ; . . . ; xj1  xjÞÞdxj :
By induction with respect to j, this leads to the inequality
j!E
X
i1ooij
Yj
k¼1
1ðX ik 2 ðMi1  BrðoÞÞÞ
pðlEV dðM0  BrðoÞÞÞj
þ
Xj1
k¼1
ðlEV dðM0  BrðoÞÞÞjk
Z
Rkd
jað0Þk  akjðdðx1; . . . ; xkÞÞ:
Thus, conditions (63) and (71) are sufﬁcient for ENmr ðoÞo1: &
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If X is Poisson, i.e. X ¼ S1i¼1ðMi þ X iÞ is the Boolean model, then condition (71) is
obviously fulﬁlled, since aj ¼ að0Þj for any jX1 in this case. Similarly, one can show
that (43) is fulﬁlled for the Boolean model provided that
EV 2dðM0Þo1: (72)
Indeed, for the covariance CovXðxÞ of the Boolean model X we have (see e.g. [23,24])
CovXðxÞ ¼ ð1 pXÞ2ðelEVd ðM0\ðM0xÞÞ  1ÞX0; x 2 Rd :
Together with condition (72), this implies that
R
Rd
jCovXðxÞjdxplð1 pXÞ2EV2dðM0Þ
o1: Furthermore, one can provide similar sufﬁcient conditions for (absolute)
integrability of the covariance function CovrðxÞ of the random ﬁeld Zr: In particular, it
is easy to see that
R
Rd
jCovrðxÞjdxo1 holds for the Boolean model with uniformly
bounded generic grain M0; because in this case we have CovrðxÞ ¼ 0 if jxj4a for some
constant ao1: Thereby,Z
Rd
jCovrðxÞjdx ¼
Z
fx:jxjpag
jCovrðxÞjdxpV dðBaðoÞÞEZ2r ðoÞo1:
In the same way, it can be shown that (48) holds, i.e., the cross-covariances Covrr0 ðxÞ
and Covr;XðxÞ are absolutely integrable for the Boolean model with uniformly
bounded generic grain M0: Furthermore, the integrability conditions (56) and (57) are
fulﬁlled in this case as well.4.4. Asymptotic normality of empirical intrinsic volumes
Using the integral representation of ecn ¼ ðecn0; . . . ;ecnd Þ derived in (34) and
requiring some mixing conditions on the stationary point process X ¼ fX ig of
germs (see e.g. [7,9,11]), the following central limit theorem for the random vector ecn
can be shown. For n !1;ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V dðW nÞ
p
ðecno  c0Þ
..
.ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V dðW nÞ
p
ðecnd  cdÞ
0BBB@
1CCCA¼)Nð0;SÞ;
where ¼) denotes convergence in distribution, c ¼ ðc0; . . . ; cd Þ>; and the asymptotic
covariance matrix S is given by
S ¼
R
Rd
Covr0ðxÞdx
R
Rd
Covr0r1 ðxÞdx . . .
R
Rd
Covr0;XðxÞdxR
Rd
Covr0r1 ðxÞdx
R
Rd
Covr1 ðxÞdx . . .
R
Rd
Covr1;XðxÞdx
..
. ..
. ..
.R
Rd
Covr0;XðxÞdx
R
Rd
Covr1;XðxÞdx . . .
R
Rd
CovXðxÞdx
0BBBBB@
1CCCCCA:
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V dðW nÞ
p
ðevno  v0Þ
..
.ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
V dðW nÞ
p
ðevnd  vdÞ
0BBB@
1CCCA¼)Nð0; A1r0...rd1SðA1r0...rd1 Þ>Þ:
The asymptotic normality of the vector evn ¼ ðevn0; . . . ;evnd Þ> of empirical intrinsic
volumes can be used in order to construct asymptotic Gauss tests for simultaneous
veriﬁcation of hypotheses about the vector v ¼ ðv0; . . . ; vdÞ> of speciﬁc intrinsic
volumes of X; provided that the transformed covariance matrix A1r0...rd1SðA1r0...rd1 Þ>
is positive deﬁnite and can be estimated consistently.Acknowledgements
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